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History of the Civil Rights Movement
Coloring Book
For colorists of all ages 45 striking illustrations of
officers in handsome military outfits, ladies in elegant
daytime and evening dresses and children in apparel
mirroring adult fashions. Captions. "

Creative Haven Jazz Age Fashions
Coloring Book
Hark back to a time when women wore Empire-line
dresses, carried parasols, and placed headwear atop
their perfectly manicured hair. This Regency fashion
colouring book will delight your senses and inspire
your creativity. Each page features one intricate gown
with authentic period dresses to paint, colour, and
perhaps, keep as a treasured keepsake for years to
come. Designed for the young and old, this colouring
book will thrill Jane Austen fans. What you'll find
inside are: -Petticoats -Empire-lined dresses -Spencers
-Headwear -Shoe ware -Parasols -And so much more!
See how fashions changed through the Regency
years. This colouring book is a must for all Regency
and Jane Austen fans! If you are looking for Jane
Austen colouring books (Jane Austen coloring books
for adults), look no further!

Ancient Egyptian Fashions
Colorful wardrobe features 22 outfits for four dolls,
including serapes, sombreros, embroidered blouses
and skirts, plus a wedding dance costume from
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Veracruz, Zapotec outfit from Oaxaca, and other
regional apparel.

Medieval Tapestries Coloring Book
2 dolls, 30 elegant costumes. Sophisticated cocktail
dresses, lavish ball gowns, stunning casual wear, and
more by Bill Blass, Halston, Ungaro, Armani, others.

Victorian Fashions and Costumes from
Harper's Bazar, 1867-1898
Forty-five finely detailed, ready-to color illustrations
depict an Italian peasant couple in wedding dress,
children of a German royal family garbed in velvet, an
English lord and lady in riding outfits, and more.

Back to the 80s
Day costumes, evening wear, sports clothes, shoes,
hats, other accessories in over 1,000 detailed
engravings. Very thorough identification of styles,
materials, colors by editor. "An endlessly entertaining
book." — Theatre Design and Technology.

Creative Haven Victorian Gowns Coloring
Book
Discusses the basics of fashion design and offers
advice on the selection of clothing colors and styles to
create an individual image
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Celtic Fashions
From Martha Washington to Michelle Obama, 46
illustrations portray the nation's First Ladies and
official hostesses in this informative coloring book.
Many of the First Ladies are depicted in their
inaugural gowns."

Renaissance Fashions
This collection of lovely images invites coloring book
fans to explore the exquisite beauty of medieval
tapestries. Thirty handsome drawings of unicorns,
delicate damsels, knights in armor, and other details
from priceless tapestries can be enhanced with a
rainbow of colors. Captions.

Great Fashion Designs of the Fifties
Clothing styles from all classes during the Byzantine
Empire are depicted here in more than 80 drawings.
Included are examples of royal wedding garb, a
shepherd in a short tunic, a court dancer, a court
dignitary, a merchant, a naval officer, body armor of
Roman warriors, a priest, and the robes of the
Emperor Constantine. Captions accompany the
illustrations.

Fashions from India
The extravagance and luxury of 1880ndash;1910
come to life in this scrupulously accurate paper doll
collection. Two aristocratic figures are accompanied
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by splendid wardrobes that include a tuxedo, walking
suit, motoring costume, yachting outfit, and a Prince
Albert coat for the gentleman and a beaded, furtrimmed evening gown, high-necked visiting dress,
walking suit, promenade dress, satin dinner gown,
and more for the lady. 16 costumes printed on 8
plates of lightweight stock. Notes.

Elegant Debutante Gowns of the 1800s
Paper Dolls
Tegninger, som kan farvelægges

Fashions of the First Ladies
French fashions from 1640–1775, depicted in 45 fullpage black-and-white illustrations. Portraits of
farmers, street vendors, and aristocrats, all with
informative captions.

Great Fashion Designs of the Victorian
Era Paper Dolls in Full Color
Forty-five handsome, ready-to-color plates depict
styles worn by all social classes in 15th- and 16thcentury England -- from woolen tunics of country
workers to elegant apparel of Tudor monarchs.
Captions.

Edwardian Costumes Paper Dolls
Ready-to-color illustrations depict thirty famous
women of the Civil War with informative captions
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highlighting their roles and accomplishments.

The Fashion Coloring Book
Detailed, accurate renderings of 2 dolls, 28 costumes
— Queen Victoria's wedding gown, evening dress by
Worth, Dolly Varden walking suit, more.

French Baroque and Rococo Fashions
Two dolls model 14 elegant ensembles with billowing
skirts. Includes elegant dinner and ball gowns, an
equestrienne outfit, a lavish bridal gown, and more.
Male figures in period attire accompany the ladies.

Creative Haven Fabulous Fashions of the
1960s Coloring Book
Two lifelike paper dolls and 30 haute couture outfits
by Chanel, Paquin, Jacques Heim, Mainbocher, Pauline
Trigere, Givenchy, Cardin, Norell, other greats. Full
Color. Publisher's Note. Captions.

Great Fashion Designs of the Eighties
Paper Dolls
Forty-five accurate depictions of 17th-century
Puritans, an indentured servant, an English officer and
his lady, pirates, a colonial merchant's family of the
mid-1700s, more. Descriptive captions.

Empire Fashions
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Outlines the clothing styles worn by the people of
ancient Egypt.

Godey's Fashions
Carefully researched collection of 44 ready-to-color
illustrations spotlights more than five centuries of
fashions from India's colorful past, among them the
sari, a long, gracefully draped gown worn by women;
full, trousers, worn by both sexes; jodphurs —
trousers westernized into riding breeches; as well as
Pashmina shawls, turbans, and other accessories.

Christianity For Dummies
For the many youngsters who love ballet (and love to
color): 29 scenes depicting classic costumes and
characters from such popular ballets as Swan Lake,
Petrouchka, The Nutcracker, Don Quixote, Cinderella,
Coppélia, The Sleeping Beauty, and The Firebird.
Captions include title of ballet, story line, composer,
year first performed, and characters depicted.

Byzantine Fashions
Introduced on a grand scale at the 1925 Paris
International Exposition, the new Art Deco style
expressed modernity and new technologies that were
changing the world. In the realm of fashion, it was the
new "chic," representing glamour, luxury, and a sleek
style. Tom Tierney captures fashion highlights from
that period in this spectacular paper doll review. Two
dolls and 28 costumes focus on an array of dramatic
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creations by outstanding designers of the early
twentieth century. Included are a fur-trimmed cloak
with an abstract modern design by Paul Poiret; a
tightly pleated and richly colored gown by Mariano
Fortuny; Helen Dryden’s day dress in stark zebra
stripes; a daring, two-piece knit swimsuit, featuring a
bare midriff; as well as dramatic designs by Sonia
Delaunay, Jeanne Lanvin, Coco Chanel, and other
noted designers. An additional page features hats of
the period — everything from an exotic Poiret turban
to Schiaparelli's novel "shoe" hat. An exciting display
of elegant style and cool sophistication, this collection
will not only delight paper doll fans but will also thrill
collectors and devotees of Art Deco.

Jane Austen Regency Fashion Adult
Colouring Book
These are the styles that made the Twenties roar!
Thirty-one gracefully rendered and historically
accurate images recapture the era's fashions,
depicting flappers ― and the occasional sheik ― in all
their beaded, sequined, and glittering glory. Pages
are perforated and printed on one side only for easy
removal and display. Specially designed for
experienced colorists, Jazz Age Fashions and other
Creative Haven® adult coloring books offer an escape
to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each
title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and
reduce stress.

Favorite Ballets Coloring Book
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Thirty full-page illustrations chronicle the milestones
of one of the 20th century's most important social
movements. Informative captions accompany
dramatic scenes from the movement's history,
including milestones of the 1950s and '60s.

Civil War Fashions Coloring Book
This coloring book panorama of late-18th- and
early-19th-century French fashions offers a
fascinating survey of styles. 45 plates of detailed,
accurate illustrations include representations of clawhammer frock coats and vests for the well-dressed
man, loose pantaloons and shorter skirts for the
working classes, high-waisted promenade gowns for
fashionable ladies, and accessories. 45 black-andwhite illustrations.

Fashions of the Regency Period Paper
Dolls
Four dolls (Annie, Buffalo Bill, Frank Butler, Sitting
Bull) and 27 authentic full-color costumes. 15 outfits
for Annie Oakley include costume worn at command
performance for Queen Victoria. Introduction.
Descriptive captions. 16 plates.

English Women's Clothing in the
Nineteenth Century
Remarkably thorough descriptions, information about
hundreds of fashions: morning dresses, riding outfits,
bridal gowns, more. Also millinery, footwear, etc.
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Based on contemporary sources. Indispensable for
costume and fashion students. Bibliography.

Mexican Folk Dance Paper Dolls
Superbly rendered illustrations, adapted from Godey's
Lady's Book, a rare nineteenth-century fashion
magazine, provide authentic views of evolving
Victorian modes of apparel — from lace-edged
necklines and elongated bodices to fitted bonnets and
extravagant bustles. Thirty ready-to-color illustrations
depict lavish dresses and gowns of velvet and
damask; smart riding outfits trimmed with braid and
gilt; an elegant cashmere shawl, children's outfits; as
well as hair ornaments, footwear, and other
accessories. A lovely collection that offers an
authentic glimpse of what well-dressed ladies and
youngsters of the Victorian era were wearing, this is a
must-have for coloring book fans, costume designers,
and cultural historians.

Greek and Roman Fashions
England's Regency period was characterized by the
revival of classical styles, elegant fabrics and fine
tailoring.

Spanish and Moorish Fashions
Fifteen centuries of Spanish fashion, from the era of
the Roman Empire through the rise of the
Renaissance, appear in the accurate and meticulously
rendered drawings of this coloring book. Its focus
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resides with the Arabic influences introduced by the
Moors, who arrived in Spain in the eighth century and
developed a thriving culture until they were driven
out in 1492 during the reign of Ferdinand and
Isabella.

Knights and Armor Coloring Book
Get to know the beliefs and practices inspired by
Jesus Christ Discover what it means to be a Christian
and follow the gospel Curious about Christianity? This
friendly guide helps you understand the basic
teachings of the Christian faith, exploring the
common ground that all Christians share, the
differences among the major branches, the key
events in Christian history, the key theological issues,
and the many ways Christians live out their faith in
today's world. The Dummies Way * Explanations in
plain English * "Get in, get out" information * Icons
and other navigational aids * Tear-out cheat sheet *
Top ten lists * A dash of humor and fun Discover how
to: * Express the core essentials of Christianity *
Appreciate the life and teachings of Jesus *
Understand why the Bible is central to the faith *
Respect the unique roles of the Trinity * Explore
controversial issues among the branches

Tudor and Elizabethan Fashions
Who were the Cavaliers and what elaborate hairstyles
did they introduce? Did 17th-century Puritans wear
only simple, unadorned black outfits? Coloring book
fans find out with the help of this educational,
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accurately rendered fashion survey of the period.
Notes. 45 black-and-white plates.

Cavalier and Puritan Fashions
Scores of carefully rendered illustrations depict more
than 4,000 years of Celtic apparel-from cloaks worn
by European Celts ca. 2000 b.c. to the plaid tunics of
British-Celtic farm women (100 b.c.) and the
elaborately embroidered costume of a 20th-century
Irish step dancer. Fascinating, ready-to-color archive
with detailed captions also includes illustrations of
period headgear, footwear, and jewelry.

Hoop Skirts and Crinoline Paper Dolls
Inspired by the elegant dresses showcased in Godey's
Lady's Book, Harper's Bazar, Ladies' Home Journal,
and other Victorian-era magazines, these 31 ready-tocolor illustrations depict the well-dressed woman of
the late 1800s. Lace-edged necklines, ruffled bodices,
full skirts, extravagant bustles, and more period
styles will inspire fashionistas and adult colorists
alike. Pages are perforated and printed on one side
only for easy removal and display. Specially designed
for experienced colorists, Victorian Gowns and other
Creative Haven® adult coloring books offer an escape
to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each
title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and
reduce stress.

Annie Oakley and Buffalo Bill Paper Dolls
in Full Color
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Two debutantes are poised for their introduction to
society. Dress them in 16 opulent gowns -- complete
with crinolines, corsets, bustles, and other period
accessories -- for their "coming out" parties.

Art Deco Fashions Paper Dolls
Tegninger af traditionelle kinesiske klædedragter

Colonial and Early American Fashions
Adult coloring book featuring 35 detailed fad and
fashion illustrations of the 1980s. It will teleport you
back to the 80s when leotards, leggings, side
ponytails, jean jackets, jelly shoes, high-tops, hair
bands, track suits, boom boxes, hip hop, crimped hair,
and shoulder pads reigned!

Famous Women of the Civil War Coloring
Book
If you love the way they dressed in the swinging '60s,
this is the coloring book for you! Thirty-one pages of
vintage styles range from chic formal ensembles to
cool hippie threads.

Chinese Fashions
Outlines the clothing styles worn by the people of the
ancient Mediterranean.
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